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Paradin The initial scouting for characters for the film involved those who could act effectively in a comedic style. Rajinikanth was
selected after showing his comedy skills in the 1988 film Attakathi. Dhoni who was handpicked by the director on the basis of her body

language, was a computer science graduate, she had no previous acting experience. Original comedy actor Silambarasan was the first
choice, he had already played the role of a police officer in the 1985 film Mana Poovum Anna and had even been considered for the role

of Rajinikanth in Mani Rathnam's 1986 film Mouna Ragam. He had been a great fan of Dhoni's acting in the film Paruthiveeran, but
passed on the offer due to scheduling conflicts, handing it instead to Ramki. Murali Mohan was a final choice for Ramesh whom he had

been working with for a year prior to the release of the film. Thotta's role of the smart-talking magician was chosen after she was
recommended by Anuradha, the wife of the director. She also played a key role in Kadal Seithigal and a supporting role in Sathyan. Raja
ruled that the film's title could only be altered to Cheeni Kum if the makers could make a convincing case, and this was done in the form
of a BBC radio advertisement. To realize a scene where Dhoni is seen pulling Nithya's earlobe was not a new concept for Dhoni, but it

was the first time that she would do the scene in front of the camera. The role of Nithya's friend, Seetha, was allocated to Chelimo, who
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